OUTER SPATIAL

APP USER GUIDE

A digital outdoor guide to promote health and wellness opportunities in City Park.

The app is free to download, easy to use, and there is no subscription necessary.

1. Open the OuterSpatial app
2. Press “Get Started”
3. Location Access - Enable or Skip

Welcome to OuterSpatial!
OuterSpatial connects you with organizations so you have the most accurate and up-to-date information about your favorite outdoor places.

Access to your location...
Enable location access to see if your favorite local organizations are using OuterSpatial.
If you “Skip >>”: (Look for Louisiana in the Community Library and click)

If you “Enable Location Access”: Go to Louisiana’s Community (view all Communities later)

OR

The Community Library
Comprehensive list of areas nationwide that partner with OuterSpatial

A Community’s Homepage (i.e. Louisiana) Where you can “Search” or “Explore” the features and events in the whole community

An Organization’s Homepage (i.e. New Orleans City Park) Where you can find specific information about about this organization

REMINDER
THERE ARE 3 TIERS IN THIS APP
LOUISIANA
COMMUNITY PAGE

6. Click "Explore" at the bottom to view a map of the Community

7. From the Community Map you can search: A) by typing, B) by category, or C) by viewing list or map

8. Click "Home" to go back to the Community Homepage

5. Here you can view all activities and information for this community
NEW ORLEANS

CITY PARK PAGE

Scroll down the NOCP Homepage to view our info

Click on "Map" or the "Overview" map

Zoom in to any place in the Park

On the Louisiana Community Homepage click "Organization" and then click "NOCP"
If you click on a POI or trail, then a new window scrolls up

If there's a picture in the new window, then click on it for more information
BACKING UP

16 From the NOCP Map, click on "Information" to go back to NOCP’s Homepage

17 From the NOCP Homepage, click "<" to go back to the Louisiana Community Page

18 From the Louisiana Community Homepage, click on "Louisiana" to go back to the Community Library